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AWR Signs Reseller Agreement with Modelithics
Modelithics’ Libraries Now Available Directly Through
AWR’s Global Sales Channel
El Segundo, California and Tampa, Florida – March 26, 2012 – AWR Corporation, the innovation
leader in high-frequency EDA software, and Modelthics Inc., have signed a global reseller
agreement for AWR to sell and support Modelithics’ model libraries. The combined product
offerings of Modelithics® CLR and COMPLETE (CLR, NLT, NLT, and SLC) libraries alongside
AWR’s Microwave Office™ software gives microwave designers immediate access to highfidelity parameterized models that better predict real-world behavior when simulated within the
AWR design environment.
“We are committed to continuing to supply more and more accurate models with improved
features to the RF and microwave design community,” stated Larry Dunleavy, co-founder of
Modelithics. AWR further noted that with this relationship, AWR’s world-wide customers will
benefit from easier and more convenient access to, and installation of, Modelithics’ high-quality,
well-documented model libraries as well as an enhanced level of customer support.

Additional information:


Video Demonstration: Modelithics’ Models within AWR Software



MicroApps at IMS 2012: Improve Microwave Circuit Design Flow through Passive Model
Yield and Sensitivity Analysis

Pricing and Availability
Modelithics’ model libraries are available today through AWR. Contact your local representative
for pricing or to request an evaluation.
About AWR
AWR, the innovation leader in high-frequency EDA software, dramatically reduces development time
and cost for products employed in wireless, high-speed wired, broadband, aerospace and defense,
and electro-optical applications.

About Modelithics
Modelithics Inc. is the premier provider of high accuracy RF and microwave active and passive
simulation models for use in Electronic Design Automation (EDA). Modelithics' offers highly scalable
and accurate model libraries for a growing number of components and ICs from various
manufacturers, ranging from passive components to non-linear diode, to transistor models, and
system-level components.

Visit AWR at: AWR.TV, AWR Blogs, RSS, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and LinkedIn
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